CELEBRATING MANUFACTURING IN THE SOUTH WEST

Tuesday 9th October, 0900-1400, Exeter Rugby Club

Ken Hames
Leadership motivational speaker and television presenter

Ken is one of the country’s leading motivational speakers focusing mainly on leadership, attitude and competence training. He provides a fascinating insight into pressure, survival, teamwork and motivation. His presentations bring strong evidence of best practice in difficult and demanding circumstances. His main effort is to promote development, provide motivation and give inspiration to leaders and managers.

The Event

The South West Manufacturing Network plans to hold the event in October which is designed to raise the profile of manufacturing in the SW by celebrating its achievements. It is proposed to invite over 200 companies from the manufacturing sector to share, learn and network. For too long manufacturing has appeared to be old fashioned, dirty and a sector in decline, not so here in the South West. This event is to celebrate the sector and to share the successes and issues of South West manufacturing companies.

One key issue in the sector is leadership and management and by inviting Ken to the event we aim to share with you some of the ways in which he has been able to develop his thinking and actions. In addition there are several companies who we believe will stimulate much discussion, which we hope will continue over the networking lunch! The event will also include a small exhibition of manufacturing and business support organisations.

South West Manufacturing Network

South West Manufacturing Network’s membership consists of senior executives from manufacturing companies based in the South West. They represent, Cornwall Manufacturers Forum, Cornwall Engineering Network, CADI, Plymouth Manufacturing Group, Plymouth Engineering Network, North Devon Manufacturers Association, Somerset and Dorset Manufacturing Network and the Alliance Network. In total well over 750 companies.

The network’s vision is to be the leading voice in the South West for the manufacturing sector.

Its mission is to:
• Communicate with all the benefits of manufacturing to the South West
• Promote the attractiveness of manufacturing careers in the South West
• Collate the depth and breadth of manufacturing in the South West
Celebrating Manufacturing in the South West

Event Timetable

0900-0930  Registration & Coffee
0945      Network Introduction (Chris Tattersall - Relyon Ltd)
1000      Manufacturing Today (Martin Temple - EEF Director General)
1030      Ken Hames - Team Leadership/Motivational Speaker
1130      Leading Change (Rencol - Winner of the RSM Robson Rhodes award for Manufacturing Excellence: Best small to medium size enterprise class)
1150      Coffee Break
1215      Interactive session led by AgustaWestland
1300      Systematic Innovation: A New Approach (Darrell Mann and Powrmatic)
1355      Close - Followed by networking lunch and exhibition.

Event Cost and Booking

Due to sponsorship the cost of the event is only £30+VAT per attendee. An invoice will be issued upon booking.

To book places for this exciting event please fill in the form below and fax it back to 0117 974 4288.

Booking Form: Celebrating Manufacturing in the South West

First Name

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Other__________

Last Name

Job Title

Company name, address and postcode

Telephone

Fax

E-mail

No. of Places Required

Terms and Conditions: At times circumstances may prevent the original delegate attending the event, so substitutions may be made. Cancellations made prior to the event date will incur the following charges:

More than 3 weeks before the event date - No charge
Less than 3 weeks before the event date - Full fee

We reserve the right to change at the last minute any speaker or company that is participating.